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A. Organizational Summary
Permaculture is widely recognized as the most adaptive and durable framework for
transforming culture and agriculture in the post-industrial world. To strengthen and
support this critical effort, the Permaculture Institute of North America (PINA) has
established a professional organization, based on principles of peer review and mutual
responsibility, transparent standards, and multiple centers of initiative, for recognizing
achievement and mastery in the field.
PINA is a professional association of regional hubs working across North America and
Hawaii to grant diplomas, maintain the integrity and quality of the Permaculture Design
Course (PDC), promote PDCs, and facilitate networking among permaculturists.

B. The VISION FOR PINA
A professional organization designed to support students
and experienced practitioners of permaculture in North America
C. Goals for PINA
• To raise and maintain professional standards in permaculture design, teaching,
and additional permaculture disciplines.
• To support permaculture education through a certifying process that recognizes
achievement and excellence.
• To provide a structure for communication among Permaculture Design Course
(PDC) graduates.
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D. Background
The History of PINA
In the early 1980s, Bill Mollison asked Bev Reed, Guy Baldwin and Sego Jackson
to structure American permaculture efforts: they created the Permaculture Institute
of North America. PINA successfully hosted the 2nd International Permaculture
Conference and Convergence in 1986, and launched the Permaculture Activist as its
newsletter. Rich in visionary ideas but lacking the human power and resources to
sustain itself, PINA-1 disbanded in 1989. Through the stewardship of Peter Bane,
however, the quarterly Permaculture Activist magazine lives on, continuing to link
thousands of permaculturists through leading-edge articles and calendars of upcoming
events.
In 2009, several long-time permaculture practitioners began to discuss the relaunch
of the Permaculture Institute of North America as a network of largely autonomous
regional membership organizations spanning the continent.
Permaculture Education
Bill Mollison first articulated an educational structure for the international permaculture
movement. In an effort to shift the world’s course of development from runaway growth
to a regenerative model, Mollison proposed a community-based system of teaching and
learning. Out of this grew various forms of credentialing so that permaculture and its
practitioners could gain the respect of traditional social and educational institutions.
The Permaculture Design Course (PDC)
The first phase of this educational system was the Permaculture Design Course (PDC),
a curriculum Bill assembled from his work with David Holmgren while authoring
Permaculture I and Permaculture II. At the 1st International Permaculture Convergence
in 1984, the curriculum was formalized as a 72-hour course. Those completing the PDC
were granted certificates by their teachers on behalf of the International Permaculture
Institute (IPI), which was maintained by Mollison in Tyalgum, Australia with the aid of a
secretary. Bill encouraged his students to teach and also to establish local institutes.
To this day, the Permaculture Design Course remains the foundation of permaculture
education around the world. The PDC encompasses a well-established core
curriculum, with space to adapt the course to local needs and conditions. Taught now
in numerous residential and local formats, the PDC is often a life-altering experience
for participants, who are encouraged towards new insight and activism, hands-on
design skills, increased personal resilience, and a greater capacity for community.
Graduates of the PDC are ready to take permaculture into their lives, deepening their
understanding and practicing their skills — and at the same time, to take permaculture
out to the world.
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Advanced Permaculture Coursework
Lea Harrison and Max Lindegger brought two advanced courses — Advanced
Permaculture Design and Permaculture Teacher Training — from Australia to North
America in 1990, with PDC certification as the prerequisite. Taught on consecutive
weeks for efficient travel, the 5-day, 40-hour courses were independent of each other
and offered IPI certification, although they were not required in order to earn the IPI’s
Diploma of Permaculture Design.
The Advanced Permaculture Design Course built on design skills from
the PDC, offering more comprehensive subjects, insights to professional practice, and
larger-scale team design projects.
The Permaculture Teacher Training Course combined lectures and
demonstrations of pedagogy with student presentations and critique. The course
actively enhanced student skills and conveyed the essence of teaching the PDC.
The Diploma of Permaculture Design
The second phase of the permaculture educational system was self-directed and
culminated in the diploma, granted to PDC graduates practicing professionally for at
least two years in any of these specialized disciplines:
• Education
• Media
• Site Design
• Site Development
• Community Services
• Finance and Business
• Technical Development
• Resource Development
• Architecture and Building
• Research
• Trusteeship
These disciplines were envisioned by Mollison as the broad areas of professional
competence required for permaculture to operate effectively in the world. He went
on to charter the Permaculture Academy to grant academic degrees.
In the early days, the IPI accepted diploma applications from around the world,
reviewed them for a small fee, and issued diploma documents. It is not known how
many took advantage of this system, though in the late 1990s research suggested that
US diploma holders numbered a few dozen at most. There was a need for recognizing
professional competence within the ranks of the movement, so Mollison passed the
torch of authorizing diplomas and other administrative tasks to a small number of
senior associates in Europe, Latin America, and the USA.
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The permaculture movement committed to a regional framework for organization in
1993, at the 5th International Permaculture Convergence in Scandinavia. Various
national institutes and associations began issuing credentials, registering graduates,
and working towards higher levels of recognition.
In keeping with the avowed regional focus of the permaculture movement, the British
Permaculture Association launched the Permaculture Academy Worknet in 1993,
articulating a sophisticated design for a diploma system. Serving many practitioners,
their protocol has persisted and evolved successfully to this day. Despite initially
open boundaries, though, the BPA eventually developed a tight focus on British work.
Other regional institutes created their own variations on the diploma program.
North Americans, in contrast, did not have organizational support for a continental
agency to issue diplomas. However, the dramatic expansion of permaculture activity
over the past decade, along with controversies about legitimate and ethical practices,
have created the impetus to clarify standards and credentials, and to celebrate
achievement within the field.
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E. Analysis
1. Base Map — Permaculture in North America
The pre-PINA grassroots network of courses, information and institutions
that has evolved over three decades
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4. Chart of Needs and Yields for PINA
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F. A Pattern Language for PINA:
Part 1 — The Language
[NOTE: Click on any line for a description of that pattern]

		

1. Perennial Culture

2. Ethics in Action

3. Design for Change
		
		
		
		

4. Network-Generated Hierarchies (Emergent Structure)
5. Regional Governance
6. Subsidiarity

7. Council of Elders
8. Trade Guild

9. Transparent Standards

		

10. Masters and Apprentices

		

12. Symmetry in Leadership

		
		

11. Action Learning (Plan)

13. Evaluation and Feedback
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G. PINA Master Plan
1. PINA Organizational Structure
a. Chart and Description

PINA’s organizational design rests on a decentralized structure, which its founding
Board of Directors is working to assemble and empower.
True to the networking nature of permaculture systems, PINA is an association of
regional hubs spanning the United States, Canada, Mexico and Hawaii. PINA’s Board
of Directors (BOD) will evolve into a representative group with members elected in
rotation from six to eight of the hubs. As hubs are formed and invited to affiliate with
PINA, the founding BOD will be gradually replaced by hub representatives.
To ensure uniformly high levels of performance, PINA is establishing and maintaining
criteria for the PINA-recognized PDC curriculum as well as protocols for granting
diplomas. PINA is articulating the process for obtaining a Professional Diploma of
Permaculture Design and a Professional Diploma of Permaculture Education. Other
disciplines will be added as PINA unfolds.
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G. PINA Master Plan
1. Organizational Structure
b. Proposed Zones of people involved w/PINA
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G. PINA Master Plan
2. Professional Diploma Program
PINA provides a professional diploma program for North America and Hawaii to
support ethical and high-quality teaching and design practices. This program helps to
maintain the authenticity and integrity of the global movement for regenerating culture
and agriculture.
PINA supervises the issuance of professional diplomas, initially being offered in Design
and in Education, with a host of additional permaculture disciplines to follow.
By holding to a high standard of performance in teaching and in design, PINA is working
to show where excellence may be found. Aspiring professionals in permaculture are
affiliating and seeking diploma recognition, while a discerning public gains solid
information for making wise choices.
Please refer to PINA’s professional diploma program documents for complete details.
The program design elements are described in the Glossary below, and in the APPENDIX
to this document.
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H. Implementation Plan for PINA
1. Phases/Timeline
Year 2— 2015
A. PINA BOD Strategic Planning
• Implement plans from BOD strategic planning meeting of December 2014
• Meet again to review and revise the plan in June and December
B. Continue PINA BOD Meetings
• Meet monthly
• Continually assess and plan the course of action
C. Expand PINA Website
March 1:
• Implement significant upgrade
• Further develop and update on a continuing basis
C. Maintain PINA Documents
• Post expanded and revised policies to PINA website on a continuing basis
D. Develop and Expand PINA Committee Operations
• WHICH COMMITTEE? Raise funds to support administration
• Governance Committee
• Finance Committee
Develop annual operating budget
• Outreach Committee
Follow up on letter of invitation to senior designers and teachers
Begin to cultivate regional hubs
Begin to contact potential field advisors for each region
• Membership Committee
Design database for membership information and dissemination
Seek and welcome new members
Implement additional website services for members
• Professional Standards Committee
Develop list of PINA-recognized PDCs by instructor
• Diploma Program Committee
Complete development of protocols, processes and database
Establish and train field advisors and diploma review panelists
Invoke review panels to process fast-track diploma applications
Review applications for diploma candidacy and assign field advisors
Page 14
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• All Committees
Continually assess the course of action

Year 3 —2016

• Continue activities listed above
• Expand professional diplomas to other disciplines

2. Operating Budget
PINA relies on the services of its Board of Directors and other willing volunteers
to provide leadership, research, negotiations, fund-raising, and staff support. The
organization was launched on a minimal budget, as the founding BOD donated
funds to cover initial outlays from among its members. By minimizing overhead and
focusing on direct service, PINA’s fees can remain modest and adequate. The program
is designed to be self-supporting.
Income is anticipated from:
• Annual membership dues
• Diploma application fees and review fees
• Donations
Expenses are anticipated for:
• Website creation and maintenance
• Part-time administrative staff to keep records and conduct correspondence
• Diploma review panels to evaluate the work of professional diploma candidates
• Office expenses, such as printing, phone, postage, and supplies.
Field advisors are paid directly by the diploma candidates with whom they work. Fees
are negotiated between the two parties, independently of PINA, commensurate with
professional work. The recommended rate is $60 per hour, open to barter.
Detailed income and expense projections are under development.
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I. Additional PINA Resources
Please refer to PINA’s associated documentation for further description and details
about specific PINA protocols:
• APPENDIX to the Design for PINA: Detailed description of all design elements
• Membership: Description of benefits, structure and more
• Core PDC Curriculum: Outline for PINA-recognized Permaculture Design Course
• Professional Diploma Program: Overview of the program, including a complete
description and checklist for PINA’s diploma process, and specific requirements
and checklists for each permaculture discipline
• Fast-Track Professional Diploma for Senior Permaculturists: Description and
application form for senior permaculturists to apply for PINA’s Professional
Diploma on the basis of work already accomplished.
• Field Advisor: Description of the role, selection, job, compensation and review
of field advisors
• Template for forming a Regional Hub, by Cascadia Permaculture Institute
• Bylaws for PINA
These and more may be found at permaculturenorthamerica.org.
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J. Glossary of PINA Design Elements
Please refer to the APPENDIX for a complete description of each term.
Action Learning Plan
The design and development of a diploma candidate’s unique educational process is
expressed in the Action Learning Plan, an individualized approach of taking action and
evaluating the results by asking good questions.
Please refer to the diploma program description for more on the Action Learning
Plan.
Administrative Staff — See PINA Administrative Staff
Advanced Course Certification —
See PINA Certificate for Advanced Coursework
Advanced Permaculture Coursework
Typically 40 hours, these courses offer graduates of the PDC opportunities to deepen
learning and increase experience. Advanced coursework is highly recommended for
all permaculture designers, teachers, and professional diploma candidates.
Advanced Permaculture Design Courses
These courses bring depth to the permaculture design process, and include design
team work on large-scale projects. Themes for specially focused advanced design
courses may include Design for Water, for Transition, for Forest Gardens, for Invisible
Structures, for Disaster, for Resilient Communities, and more. These topics may also
correspond to future professional diploma disciplines.
Advisory Council —
See PINA Advisory Council or Regional Hub Advisory Council
Board of Directors — See PINA Board of Directors
BOD — See PINA Board of Directors
Certificate for Advanced Coursework —
See PINA Certificate for Advanced Coursework
Certificate for the PDC — See PINA Certificate for the PDC
Certificate for the Permaculture Design Course —
See PINA Certificate for the PDC
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Design Portfolio — See Portfolio
Designer — See Permaculture Designer
Diploma — See PINA Professional Diploma
Diploma Candidate — See Permaculture Diploma Candidate
Diploma program — See Professional Diploma program
Diploma Program Committee — See PINA Diploma Program Committee
Diploma Review Panels
Panels of diplomates convened by both the regional hub and PINA’s diploma program
committee to review the work of a diploma candidate. Please see Regional Hub
Review Panel and PINA Diploma Review Panels.
Diplomate — See Professional Diplomate
Fast-Track Diploma for Senior Permaculturists
To honor extensive and long-standing professional work, PINA offers an accelerated
diploma process for North American permaculturists who have been working in their
disciplines for decades, requiring only basic documentation of past work. A complete
description and application form are contained in PINA’s Fast-Track Diploma for Senior
Permaculturists document.
Field Advisor
One qualified to guide diploma candidates in the design and fulfillment of their
educational programs. Field advisors represent both PINA and their regional hub.
Serving as both administrator and mentor, the field advisor assesses each candidate’s
work and readiness for review. For a complete job description and detailed requirements,
please refer to PINA’s field advisor document.
Field Advisor Subcommittee — See PINA Field Advisor Subcommittee
Finance Committee — See PINA Finance Committee
Governance Committee — See PINA Governance Committee
Hub — See Regional Hub
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Hub Advisory Council — See Regional Hub Advisory Council
Lead Instructor — See Permaculture Teacher/Lead Instructor
Legal Structure for PINA
PINA operates as a 501(c)6 non-proﬁt member service organization in the area of
education, and through affiliated organizations as a 501(c)3 for accepting grants and
tax-deductible donations.
Legal Structure for Regional Hubs
As permaculture membership organizations that span North America and Hawaii,
regional hubs are the principal support for PINA’s decentralized structure. The
design, projects and protocols of each hub are determined locally. Although largely
autonomous, hubs work within PINA’s process and requirements for granting diplomas.
Regional hubs may also elect delegates to serve on PINA’s Board of Directors.
Membership in PINA
The PINA administrative office maintains various types of information and offers diverse
services to regional hubs, field advisors, accredited teachers and designers, course
organizers, diploma candidates, PDC graduates and other PINA members. PINA offers
additional membership benefits to regional hub organizations.
Membership Committee — See PINA Membership Committee
Mentor
An expert in a specific field who has a permaculture background and knowledge
sought by a diploma candidate. Candidates are encouraged to seek out mentors.
Outreach Committee — See PINA Outreach Committee
PDC — See PINA-recognized Permaculture Design Course (PDC)
PDC Certificate — See PINA Certificate for the PDC
PDC Certification
Completion of a PINA-recognized PDC.
Permaculture Design Course —
See PINA-recognized Permaculture Design Course (PDC)
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Permaculture Design Course Certificate — See PINA Certificate for the PDC
Permaculture Design Course Certification — See PDC Certification
Permaculture Designer
One who holds PINA’s Professional Diploma of Permaculture Design.
Permaculture Diploma Candidate
Graduate of a PINA-recognized PDC whose diploma application has been accepted.
Please refer to PINA’s diploma program documents for all details.
Permaculture Diploma Disciplines
PINA’s diploma program encompasses an expanding range of permaculture fields of
specialization. Please refer to diploma program description for details. The diplomas
currently awarded are:
i. Diploma of Permaculture Design
ii. Diploma of Permaculture Education
Permaculture Diplomate
One who holds a permaculture diploma in any discipline. PINA encourages a mutually
supportive, continuing association with its diplomates.
Permaculture Teacher Training Course

The advanced permaculture course in teaching offers techniques for
communicating permaculture principles and strategies in a wide variety of
educational settings.
Permaculture Teacher/Lead Instructor
One who holds PINA’s Professional Diploma of Permaculture Education. The terms
teacher and lead instructor may be used interchangeably. Permaculture teachers are
authorized to award PINA Certificates for the PDC.
PINA Administrative Staff
At the heart of PINA’s structure is a small continental agency with a paid, part-time staff
of independent contractors who serve the permaculture movement.
PINA Advisory Council
A team of professional permaculturists called upon by the PINA BOD to research and
discuss various issues. Although not a decision-making body, this council considers
questions and offers recommendations to the BOD.
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PINA Board of Directors (BOD)
The body of elected members who jointly oversees the activities of the organization,
consisting of directors elected in rotation by the regional hubs.
PINA Certificate for Advanced Coursework
Recognition for completing a PINA-recognized 40-hour advanced course in
permaculture design, teacher training, or other permaculture discipline.
PINA Certificate for the PDC
Diplomates of Permaculture Education are authorized to award PINA Certificates to
students who complete the PINA-recognized PDC. The teacher submits a record of
those certified to PINA, which maintains a roster of PDC graduates.
PINA Diploma Program Committee
Implements and administers PINA’s diploma program in cooperation with regional
hubs, field advisors, PINA diploma review panels and diploma candidates. Comprised
of PINA diplomates, this committee works with each regional hub in support of
PINA’s diploma process, and maintains a database of information for all aspects of
the diploma program. This group also directs and interfaces with the work of its field
advisor subcommittee, and administers PINA’s diploma review panels.
PINA Diploma Review Panels
PINA’s diploma review panels are retained by PINA’s diploma program committee
to hear presentations — in person or virtually — and consider the work of diploma
candidates. Each diploma discipline has its own panel of diplomates who are expert
in that field.
PINA Field Advisor Subcommittee
An arm of PINA’s diploma program committee, this group works with all aspects of
PINA’s field advisor program, including recruiting advisors in conjunction with regional
hubs, tracking field advisor activities and effectiveness, and offering training, continuing
education and support to field advisors as needed.
PINA Finance Committee
Preferably chaired by the treasurer, this group develops and monitors PINA’s budget
in consultation with the BOD, advisory council, governance committee, membership
committee, and other committees.
PINA Governance Committee
Works with the staff, non-profit legal status, by-laws, membership structure. board
protocols, board recruitment, and other miscellaneous tasks of an administrative
nature.
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PINA Membership Committee
Comprised of PINA members, this committee designs and implements benefits for
members of the organization, including individuals, diplomates and regional hubs.
The group administers all aspects of PINA’s membership programs, and also offers
recommendations regarding membership structure, procedures, benefits, dues and
related issues to PINA’s board of directors and to other committees as needed.
PINA Outreach Committee
Crucial to PINA’s development into a truly grassroots, continental organization, this
group is the human interface between PINA and all of North America. Committee
members contact PDC graduates, experienced and senior permaculturists, and key
players in potential regional hubs to let them know about PINA and cultivate their
participation
PINA Professional Diploma
PINA presents a diploma document — validating the knowledge and integrity of
the holder — to a diploma candidate once all educational requirements have been
completed, reviewed and accepted.
PINA Professional Standards Committee
This group focuses on the development and update of PINA-recognized curricula for the
PDC and advanced courses, in cooperation with permaculture organizations around
the world. The committee also plays a major role in the design of PINA’s diploma
program, reviewing and updating the diploma process and requirements for each type
of diploma. It develops diploma requirements for new disciplines as appropriate.
PINA-recognized Permaculture Design Course (PDC)
A Permaculture Design Course that follows the 72-hour Mollison curriculum and
includes regionally based information. Instructors are acknowledged and approved
by PINA.
PINA Website Subcommittee
This group — comprised of experts on PINA’s programs as well as specialists in
Information Technology — designs, develops and maintains PINA’s website, working
with technical assistance as needed, and with guidance from PINA’s Outreach
Committee.
Portfolio
The Portfolio is the body of work posted electronically and presented by a diploma
candidate to the field advisor, regional hub diploma review panel, and PINA diploma
review panel. The Portfolio demonstrates fulfillment of the Action Learning Plan,
achievement in a permaculture discipline, and completion of all diploma requirements.
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Please refer to the diploma program documentation for more details.
Professional Diploma program
PINA’s professional diploma program encompass an expanding range of permaculture
disciplines. Please refer to diploma program documents for details.
Professional Diplomate
One who holds a PINA’s diploma in any permaculture discipline. PINA encourages a
mutually supportive, continuing association with its diplomates.
Professional Standards Committee —
See PINA Professional Standards Committee
Regional Hub
The principal support for PINA’s decentralized structure is a group of regional hubs
— affiliated permaculture membership organizations spanning North America and
Hawaii. The legal structure, decision making processes, projects and protocols of each
hub are determined locally.
Regional Hub Advisory Council
A team of professional permaculturists called upon by a hub for their specific expertise,
similar to the PINA Advisory Council described above.
Regional Hub Design Elements
are determined by each individual hub, with support from PINA as needed.
Regional Hub Diploma Review Panel
A group convened by the regional hub, upon recommendation of the field advisor, to
review the work of a local diploma candidate. Upon their approval, the field advisor
sends the portfolio to PINA for final review.
Senior Permaculturist Fast-Track Diploma —
See Fast-Track Diploma for Senior Permaculturists
Teacher — See Permaculture Teacher/Lead Instructor
Teacher Training Course — See Permaculture Teacher Training Course
Teaching Portfolio — See Portfolio
Website Subcommittee — See PINA Website Subcommittee
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K. A Pattern Language for PINA:
PART 2 — The Patterns
1. Perennial Culture
The most valuable quality of a human culture is the capacity for renewal in the face
of a changing environment. This depends on the learning response. The core adaptive
aspect of the human genome is expressed as neotony or the ability of individuals to
retain the flexibility and freshness of youth far into the life cycle. The symmetric gesture
of human society that sustains this quality is the structured transfer of wisdom from
elders to youth. Neotony advances its evolutionary claim on humans in times of peace,
abundance and low environmental stress; conversely its expression can be blunted
by extreme deprivation, wanton violence, or other trauma, the impacts of which are
greatest when wrought upon children and youth. War is the antithesis of perennial
culture.
To nurture perennial culture, protect children and youth from cruelty and violence,
make peace, enrich the natural world through human cultivation, and foster lifelong
learning. Within communities and smaller social groups, encourage vital rituals of
connection between the generations through work, celebration, and storytelling.
2. Ethics in Action
Ethics embody the collective progressed wisdom of humanity and cultures of place.
Ethics must be codified and transmitted between generations, but the most powerful
methods of transmission are embodiment through action and invocation through
stories. Thus the importance of avatars, whose lives display essential ethical truths, and
of parables, which describe the action of ethics in human life. A culture remains vital
and retains its legacy of learning when individuals adopt its ethics as their compass
for action. Ethics should become the touchstone of all collective endeavors. While
different cultures and contexts give rise to a wide array of ethical particulars, all rest on
a broadly similar basis of care for the natural and human worlds and all depend on a
measure of distributive justice to ensure efficiency and to reduce the corrosive effects
of envy on social relations. Restraint, tolerance, mutuality, and the law of return all
loom large in the proper regulation of human behavior.
Place ethics at the heart of government and all collective efforts impacting the commons.
To ensure that ethics are observed, demand that social leaders uphold them by word
and deed. Teach children and youth the essence of their ethical heritage early and
often. Laud ethical action without making it into something extraordinary.
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3. Design for Change
Humans have triggered the conditions for massive systemic environmental and social
change in the coming century. Generations face upheaval and many current institutions
laws, structures, and even landscapes may be swept away. Therefore, design all
systems with deep capacities for resilience. These include cellular or fractal forms of
organization, extensive and broadly distributed reserves, cross-training of personnel
with multiple skills, and education for holistic thinking.
Ensure intrinsic motivations by nurturing cultures of place and bonding over core
humane values. Seed all communities with agents capable of generating leadership
for adaptive and restorative change, focusing first on those with the resources to
help themselves achieve and maintain resilience. Network these change agents and
communities.
4. Network-generated Hierarchies
Hierarchies in nature and in society allow the emergence of more complex functioning,
support specialized roles, and enable groups to achieve efficiencies through division
of labor. However, hierarchies must arise from a widely distributed resource base or
they become oppressive and insupportable. Allow the structure of hierarchy to emerge
organically as the scale of a community crosses important thresholds, but also anticipate
those inflection points and recognize the changes of scale that call for new structure.
A group of seven may need no hierarchy, but at larger sizes social groups inevitably
assign leadership roles or allow them to be claimed. Governance must be done faceto-face, limiting self-governing groups to a nominal size of 500. As this threshold is
crossed, encourage division, networking, and limited delegation rather than further
internal growth.
5. Regional Governance
A low-energy future points to the relocalization of economic resources and the
geographically bounded circulation of materials. Regulation of these flows and resources
begs to be organized at a scale between the city-state and the biome. In the transition
to smaller political sovereignties, the emergence of regions can be facilitated by civil
society organizations creating networks within ecologically and culturally coherent
territories. There may be several stages in the process of disaggregation. Old ethnic or
territorial identities may resurface and unrealized potentials may gain ground. The aim
should be to abet face-to-face exchanges, eliminate air travel, and strengthen networks
for practical support.
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6. Subsidiarity
Decision-making should take place within the smallest group or political unit capable
of holding sway over the common interests at stake in any question. Atmospheric
carbon loading and the health of the oceans are global issues requiring international
cooperation, water pollution affects large regional populations downstream, but most
land use regulation would best happen at a village or neighborhood level, while childraising takes place within the extended family and housing cluster. Strengthen the
periphery against the center by creating barriers to consolidation. Nurture diversity
of language, local control of media, regional circulation of currencies, and retain to
local communities, villages, towns, and cities a full suite of social authorities from
education and health to civil defense and food production. Keep the administration
of most systems closely tied to those doing the work. Make common to all groups
the universal elements of law and human rights, and make their upholding a shared
responsibility of all levels of community and government.
7. Council of Elders
Age is no guarantee of wisdom in a society that exploits youth and simultaneously
fails them, but in all traditional societies, wisdom was acknowledged to be associated
with life experience, or prolonged observation and interaction, while all youth were
inducted into a world view that placed the collective life at the center of reality. All
those who have successfully internalized that ethic of care for the whole and who have
lived long and observant lives in that way of the heart, become elders. They embody the
ethics that sustain life, and can refine and transmit the lessons of self-regulation. Their
voices collected in council are the likeliest guarantee of right action by communities.
The power of council can be amplified if its deliberations are applied to upholding
ethical standards, resolving practical disputes, and providing a voice for the living and
mysterious world in the affairs of humans. Therefore include men and women, adopt
the invisible architecture of the circle, and center the work of council at the edge
between silence and witness.
8. Trade Guild
Work is the source of artistry, the rules of which are empirical and can best be learned
in practice. Work, meaning contribution to society married to a creative engagement
with the natural world, is also central to the health of the human psyche. Thus, the
guild rests on the sanctity of work and helps to mediate its necessary exchanges. The
trade guilds of the Middle Ages arose in a context of liberation from serfdom and
the cultural and material enrichment of human settlements and human knowledge
through exchange. They created solidarity to stand in the place of blood ties as a bond
of tradition sufficient to protect the individual in the novel social setting of urban
environments. Guilds also provided a vessel for defending the emerging collective
intelligence of civilization against dispersal or destruction by warriors and equally from
enclosure by wealthy elites. They did and still do so by creating and strengthening
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hierarchies based on merit rather than force. The guilds preceded and arguably gave
rise to the collegial organization of the university, another product of the wealth of
cities.
Practitioners in a trade are best positioned to regulate access to its arts, and so the trade
guild is a structure for education as much as it is for economic defense. Therefore,
articulate and govern the symmetric process of apprenticeship through service and
mastery through practice.
9. Transparent Standards
The law that is held and understood in common is the true law. Fairness depends
foremost on equality of access to the rules, both in their application, and in their
understanding. Standards are rules of practice meant to support positive and successful
outcomes in keeping with the ethics of the community. Standards arise from empirical
and repeated testing against the variability of experience. They stand in order that we
can move by distinguishing the irregular from the unwise and the unwise from the
forbidden. Standards do not prohibit innovation that moves toward betterment, but
they act as a bulwark against actions that are shoddy, dangerous, or hurtful.
Transparency demands open record-keeping, plain speaking, and in a literate society,
the publishing of standards and rules in a way that all can find them. It also requires
that conflicts of interest among decision-makers be identified and their effects bounded
or mitigated.
10. Masters and Apprentices
“The fundamental learning situation is one in which a person learns by helping someone
who really knows what he (or she) is doing.” — Christopher Alexander, et al, A Pattern
Language, 1977.
An ineffable quality pervades competent and effective work, and this cannot be taught
but can be learned or absorbed if learner and teacher rub elbows. Human sympathy,
animal compassion, and mimetic resonance must bridge a gap that words alone cannot.
Just as Alexander and colleagues advocate for division of the workspace into clusters
wherein masters and apprentices can work and meet, so an organization using this
pattern must create spaces both physical and virtual whereby apprentices can support
and masters oversee common work projects. Production agendas will be determined
by the experienced practitioners, while learning agendas will be moved as much by
those below as those above.
11. Action Learning (Plan)
Implicit in the association of masters with apprentices is the recognition not only that
artistry can “rub off,” but the understanding that some aspects of any craft or discipline
can only be learned by experiencing the work directly. Learning-by-doing becomes
effective pedagogy when carried out under a plan formulated with good advice from
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a mentor and directed access to the learner’s inner voice and motivations. It also
requires supervision and feedback from an accomplished teacher or worker in the field,
one familiar with materials who is able both to articulate theory and to demonstrate
technique. In encountering the challenge of unsolved problems, of techniques not yet
facile, of unforeseen processes and even unimaginable needs, the learner grows in
soul force and in foresight to match the scope of work.
No society run on current solar flux can afford its youth or major parts of its work force
the leisure of years spent pursuing idle curiosity. Learning must accompany and derive
from productive work, but if that learning is to fulfill its potential for the liberation of
the actor, it must be well-chosen and multi-dimensional. Inquiry and reflection must
inform action by laying the groundwork for it and evaluating its outcome.
12. Symmetry in Leadership
Life is a process of exchange between organism and environment, and so all nourishing
and successful organic relations are characterized by give and take. So also, human
culture is a chain of gifts passed from older to younger and from discovers to inheritors.
The play of passing these gifts back and forth enriches and strengthens the bonds of
love that make human life bearable. Just as those entering into practice need guidance
from those who have gone before, so the ripening novice in turn must extend a hand
to those yet unknown, inexperienced, or even unborn who will follow a similar path.
Recognizing this symmetry brings humility and supports the necessary sacrifices that
learning entails. It enables the student to honor and serve the teacher, and so to unlock
the inner gifts of the teaching. Leadership, whether in organizations, communities, or
in crafts, requires a measure of inspiration, genuine care for others, and the willingness
to give one’s gifts, both original and received, until others can in turn give them too.
13. Evaluation and Feedback
No learning process is possible without reflection, nor can we improve the effectiveness
of our actions without evaluating their results. Sometimes the measure of action is found
in feedback from others, and quite often the feedback we need must be garnered from
the manifold voices of mute nature; yet again from instruments or carefully designed
tests. The ability to monitor, quantify, and assess action is central to competent action.
It is a measure of maturity in learning. Correspondingly, the ability to deliver effective
feedback to others, with compassion and sensitivity, is the mark of a good teacher or
indeed of a responsible parent or citizen.
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